Supporting and enhancing CERTs operational capabilities

- **AWA** - Alerts Warning Announcements

- **CybEX** - CYBERCRIMES EXERCISES
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Questionnaire

Practice guide on alerts, warnings and announcements

Prepared by Don Stikvoort, working in a project team with Tomasz Chlebowski, Klaus-Peter Kossakowski, Mirosław Maj, Roeland Reijers, Przemysław Sko project officer is Cosmin Ciobanu.

s ENISA P/17/12/TCD LOT 2. This project has the primary objective to create an end report a best practice guide on Alerts, Warnings and Announcements as to reach this result, the different methodologies in that area will be surveyed, and also made available as an inventory. Additionally, and part of the end report how to overcome the common shortcomings identified during the stock-taking and analysis, including tasks and roles of different stakeholders.

The framework will be used in this framework. Additionally and in parallel we seek to talk one-to-one with those among you who wish to further contribute to the intent an reviewing.

Please for any contribution you can make! Of course your contribution will be treated confidentially.

On behalf of the project team
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Contacts

• AWA:
  – Don Stikvoort <don.stikvoort@elsinore.nl>

• CybEX:
  – Mirosław Maj <miroslaw.maj@comcert.pl>